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SUBJECT:  Tier 1 Out of State Player Requirements 

 X    MAHA        USA     X   CHANGE  NEW RULE 

RULE NO.   IV. Youth Age & Division Classification 
      A. Tier 1 Category and AAA Divisions 

MAHA RULES & REGULATIONS; Revised and Adopted January 2021    PAGE NO.  5 and 6 of 21 

Current Rule Reads: 
IV. Youth Age & Division Classifications

A. Tier I Category and AAA Division Teams. 
5. To qualify as a Tier I Organization the following criteria must be followed:

c. Tier I organizations are limited to ten (10) non-Michigan players per organization
at the 12U (Pee Wee) age level through 16U Midget Minor age level (age 11–
16) with no more than six (6) non-Michigan players on any one team. 18U
(Midget Major) (age 17-18) teams shall be allowed no more than 6 (six) non-
Michigan players on any one team.

d. At the 10U (Squirt) age classification, teams may only form at the 10U (Squirt
Major age 10) level only. Teams may have a maximum of four (4) players
playing up from below the age 10 age group. At the 10U Level, there are no out
of state or import players allowed.

 Revise As Follows: 
Replace 5. above and renumber accordingly- 
1) Tier I organizations are limited in the number of non-Michigan players per organization.

Non-Michigan players will be defined as: 
a) Players who were rostered with USA Hockey outside of Michigan during their first

regular season of play after the 8U age classification are out-of-state players. 
b) A player whose entire family has moved to and become permanent residents of the

state of Michigan for reasons other than to play hockey, may apply to the Tier I 
Committee for acceptance as a Michigan resident player. The Tier 1 Committee shall 
make a recommendation to the MAHA Executive Board which will have the final 
approval. The deadline for application is February 1. 

2) Tier I teams will be allowed the following number of out-of-state players.
a) Tier 1 Organizations are limited to the following:

i) Non-National bound teams – Three (3)
ii) 14U Tier I – Five (5)
iii) 15O Tier I – Six (6)
iv) 16O Tier I – Seven (7)
v) 18U Tier I – Nine (9)

b) Non-US Citizens and US Citizens living in Canada are considered out-of-state players.
c) Tier I organizations are restricted to only two players per team that are non-US citizens.

3) The head coach of a team that is found in violation of this pilot will be suspended for the
remainder of the current season and the following season.

Michigan Amateur Hockey Association 
PROPOSED RULE CHANGE 

2021-2022 
LATE -01
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4) All players that stay with a billet family are required to register with USA Hockey with their
actual home address, not the billet address.

Effective Date of Rule: 2022-2023 Season 

Reason For Change: 
The current MAHA Youth Tier 1 Out of State Player Requirements Pilot Program (Revised May 13, 2021) 
expires at the end of the 2021-22 season (Attachment).  
If no action is taken, the requirements would revert to the MAHA Guidebook. 
The intent of the Pilot Program was to “Make it easier to administer out of state player requirements 
and help promote the development of Michigan players”. 
It is the opinion of the MAHA Tier 1 Committee that the current Pilot Program does not achieve those 
objectives.  Subsequently, the MAHA Tier 1 Committee would like to propose a rule that would better 
achieve that objective as well as address some of the changing issues in the Tier 1 hockey landscape. 

Issues/Concerns: 
 In the 2021-22 season, midget-aged Michigan players have moved on to play high-end junior

hockey in the USHL, NAHL, OHL or NTDP.  For the USPHL Premier and NA3HL this equates to 98 
players or roughly 16% of the best players in the state.  While it is great that the Michigan model 
provides the developmental and competitive environment for those players to advance, at the same 
time losing the best players puts Michigan programs at a competitive disadvantage unless they can 
be replaced. 

 We are also losing a significant number of Michigan top end players to prep schools and other club
programs across the country – not to a higher level of hockey – to teams that are competing against
Michigan.   Again, the players that we are losing are some of the better players, which puts Michigan
programs at a competitive disadvantage unless they can be replaced.

 The MAHA Tier 1 Application Process for Establishing Michigan Residency was created in 2020-21
and revised on May 13 of 2021 to set the application and approval process for families moving to
Michigan.  While the intent of the process is valid and necessary, it is cumbersome and time-
consuming and the current timeline often results in teams being uncertain of whether players will be
eligible to play at all, players missing parts of the season and wasted time spent on needless
hearings and appeals.

 MAHA has one of the most restrictive out of state player policies of all Districts in the country.  Only
Mid-Am appears to have enforceable criteria (4 per Tier 1 team; report cards define residency).
While the better Michigan players have the freedom to move out of state (to higher levels of hockey
and to teams that we are competing against), Michigan programs do not have the ability to replace
those players with equal caliber players.

 While Michigan does not allow any out of state players for Tier 1 teams at non-National bound level
teams to protect programs in the Mid-America affiliate, Michigan players and entire teams are being
enhanced to leave the state to play on teams in that affiliate resulting in some Michigan programs
not having teams at all levels.

 While Michigan does not allow any out of state players for Tier 1 teams non-National bound level
teams, three out of state players are currently allowed in MAHA Tier 2 hockey.
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Realities: 
 Michigan is considered one of the best hockey Districts in the country with a significant player pool,

plenty of rinks and strong hockey programs that create one of the best developmental and 
competitive hockey environments in the world. 

 Michigan has the resources to support eight (8) (nine at the 18U age group) Tier 1 hockey programs,
which allows for a highly-competitive Tier 1 hockey experience with minimal travel, limited school
days missed and low travel costs and time-commitment.  Additionally, our geographic proximity to
Canada and surrounding states allows us to play other strong competition with limited travel and
costs.

 While the Michigan youth hockey player participation pool has gradually declined over the past
several years, Michigan is still considered a strong competitive hockey environment that is an
attractive destination to high-end hockey players from around the country.

 In our current world, many people work remotely and are able to work from wherever they reside in
the country.   Accordingly, relocation for lifestyle reasons is much easier for families.  Highly
competitive hockey is part of that lifestyle and families are willing to move for it.

Benefits of Rule Change Proposal: 
 Streamline the MAHA Tier 1 Application for Establishing Michigan Residency Process.  The deadline

for application would be February 1.  Any player not approved by March 15, would be considered out 
of state.  There is no rush for families to establish residency and subsequently no unnecessary 
angst, anguish and stress for the process to be completed.  If families choose to become Michigan 
residents, they have plenty of time to apply and receive a decision prior to the next season.   
[Editorial: the current deadline is the first Thursday of the month from August to December.] 

 Michigan Tier 1 programs would be able to replace the high-end talent that is lost to higher levels of
hockey (junior) and retain the high-end talent that leaves for “better teams/competition” each year. 

 Michigan Tier 1 teams would have the opportunity to continue to be highly competitive on a national
level and Michigan would remain one of the best developmental and competitive hockey
environments in the world.

 Allowing the replacement of the best Michigan talent that leaves the state with equal caliber players
from out of state also provides a benefit for Michigan Tier 2 hockey.  The better Tier 2 players don’t
get rushed to Tier 1 when they are not yet ready which allows them to have a better developmental
and competitive experience while also improving the level of play and competitiveness of Tier 2
hockey in Michigan.

 Makes it easier to administer out of state player requirements and help promote the development of
Michigan players, which was the intent of the original Pilot Program.

PROCEDURE FOR M.A.H.A. RULES CHANGES: Submitted by:   Tier 1 Committee 

1. Submit to District Director District Director:   Joe Barone 
2. District Reviews and Forwards to MAHA Rules Committee
3. Directors move to forward or reject at MAHA Winter Meeting Rules Committee Action:
4. Proposal Voted On at the MAHA Summer Meeting

MAHA Directors Action: 

ALL RULES CHANGE PROPOSALS MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE RULES COMMITTEE BY DEC. 15 IN 
ELECTRONIC FORMAT (via e-mail or on a disk) 
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Two Year Pilot Program: 2020 – 2021 and 2021 – 2022 Seasons 
Submitted by MAHA Tier 1 Committee 

Summary: Make it easier to administer out of state player requirements and help promote the 
development of Michigan players  

1) Tier	I	organizations	are	limited	in	the	number	of	non-Michigan	players	per	organization.	Non-Michigan	Players
will	be	defined	as:
a) Players	who	were	rostered	with	USA	Hockey	outside	of	Michigan	during	their	first	regular	season	of	play

after	the	8U	age	classification	are	out	of	state	players.
b) Once	a	player	is	determined	to	be	out-of-state,	that	player	will	be	considered	an	out-of-state	player	no

matter	how	long	they	play	in	Michigan.
c) A	player	whose	entire	family	has	moved	to	and	become	permanent	residents	of	the	state	of	Michigan	for

reasons	other	than	to	play	hockey,	may	apply	to	the	Tier	I	committee	for	acceptance	as	Michigan	resident
player.	The	Tier	1	committee	shall	make	a	recommendation	to	the	Executive	Board	which	will	have	the	final
approval.

2) Tier	I	teams	will	be	allowed	the	following	number	of	out	of	state	players	that	live	outside	100	miles	of	either	the
Taylor	Sportsplex	or	Wings	West	in	Kalamazoo,	based	on	Google	maps	point	to	point	distance.
a) Tier	1	Organizations	are	limited	to	the	following:

i) 10U	Tier	I	–	No	Out	of	State	Players
ii) 11U	Tier	I	–	No	Out	of	State	Players
iii) 12U	Tier	I	–	No	Out	of	State	Players
iv) 13U	Tier	I	–	No	Out	of	State	Players
v) 14U	Tier	I	–	One	Out	of	State	Players
vi) 15O	Tier	I	–	Two	Out	of	State	Players
vii) 16O	Tier	I	–	Three	Out	of	State	Players
viii) 18U	Tier	I	–	Nine	Out	of	State	Players	-	Combination	totaling	9	players,	including	out	of	state,

Ohio/Indiana,	commuter	US	Citizens	and	non-US	citizens
b) Non-US	Citizens	and	US	Citizens	living	in	Canada	will	also	fall	into	this	category.
c) Tier	I	organizations	are	restricted	to	only	two	players	that	are	non-US	citizens.	These	players	are	considered

in	your	out	of	state	count.
3) Beginning	at	the	14U	age	category,	players	who	are	14	years	old	or	older	as	defined	by	USAH	age	classifications.

a) Must	live	within	100	miles	of	either	the	Taylor	Sportsplex	or	Wings	West	in	Kalamazoo	(point	to	point	as
determined	by	the	same	MAHA	system	used	to	calculate	Tier	II	closest	rink).

ATTACHMENT Page 1 OF 2
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b. Teams	will	be	allowed	the	following	number	of	Ohio,	and	Indiana	players	providing	they	meet	the
requirements	above.	These	players	will	not	count	against	the	number	of	players	allocated	to	out-of-state
players,	but	shall	be	limited	as	follows.
i) 14U	Tier	I	–	One	Players
ii) 15O	Tier	I	–	Two	Players
iii) 16O	Tier	I	–	Three	Players
iv) 18U	Tier	I-Combination	totaling	9	players,	including	out	of	state,	Ohio/Indiana,	commuter	US	Citizens	and

non-US	citizens
v) At	the	16O	level	a	team	may	increase	either	their	out	of	state	player	number	or	their	Ohio/Indiana

player’s	number	to	four.	If	they	increase	one	of	these	categories	to	four,	then	the	corresponding
category	must	be	reduced	to	two.	Under	no	circumstance	may	the	total	between	the	two	categories	be
more	than	six.

4. The	head	coach	of	a	team	that	is	found	in	violation	of	the	Tier	I	out	of	state	rule	will	be	suspended	for	the
remainder	of	the	current	season	and	the	following	season.

5. All	players	that	stay	with	a	billet	family	are	required	to	register	with	USA	with	their	actual	home	address.	No	billet
parent	addresses.

Proviso: Any out of state player playing for a Michigan Tier I organization in the 2019-2020 season may 
be grandfathered in until they reach the 14U age classification provided they stay with the same 
organization, that they were with during the 2019-2020 season. Players who were grandfathered in the 13, 
12 and 11 age classification in the 2019-2020 season may appeal for an exemption to allow them to 
continue to play at 14U and 15 Only classifications for the same organization. However, if approved and 
the team exceeds the 1/1 limit for 14U and the 2/2 limit for 15 Only then no other players either out of 
Ohio, Indiana or US Citizens living in Canada will be able to be added to that team’s roster. (Note: Ohio, 
Indiana or Non-Us and US Citizens living in Canada, cannot be used as an out of state player)  
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